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Abstract—This paper analyzes bit-error-rate (BER) performance 

of various optical network-on-chip topologies, taking into account 
signal losses and crosstalk components along the signal paths. A 
novel optical interconnect topology, using multiple-segment buses, 

is proposed which offers an encouraging BER performance within 
the acceptable limit of per-wavelength launched power (1.5mW). 

Indexing terms: NoC, BER, 2DFT, Corona, SFB, MSB, WDM 

I.INTRODUCTION 
Optical interconnect technology using silicon photonics 

has emerged as a viable solution for high-speed, energy-

efficient communication between clusters of cores (for inter-

cluster data transfer) in network-on-chips (NoCs). In recent 

years, several investigations have been carried out on the 

candidate topologies for optical interconnects (silicon-on-silica 

waveguides) in NoCs. The design of a 2-D folded torus 

interconnect topology has been realized in NoCs, with photonic 

circuit-switched connections between the clusters using lasers 

and micro-ring resonators (MRRs) as modulators, detectors, 

switches and routers [1-2]. In [3], Corona, a 3-D multi-cluster 

interconnect topology, has been reported, which comprises of 

256 cores, organized in 64 clusters and are interconnected by 

optical waveguides with wavelength-division multiplexing 

(WDM) achieved using wavelength-selective MRRs. As 

evident from the ongoing activities, the need of the hour is to 

incorporate high-speed photonic links between clusters using 

WDM, with an acceptable transmission quality, while meeting 

the optical power budget. The transmission quality of optical 

interconnects needs to be assessed in terms of bit-error rate 

(BER), a universal performance metric for digital 

communication systems [4]. This paper analyzes several 

existing interconnect topologies to evaluate their BER 

performance and, proposes a novel topology which reduces the 

design complexity and improves BER performance over the 

others. 

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 

presents some of the existing interconnect topologies for 

photonic interconnection network as well as the proposed 

multiple-segment buses (MSB) topology. Section III presents 

the BER evaluation model for the optical interconnects used in 

various topologies. Section IV compares the BER 

performances of the topologies as described in Section II. 

Finally, Section V concludes the paper. 

 II. INTERCONNECT TOPOLOGIES 
       In this section, we present an overview of the various 

existing interconnect topologies, followed by the proposed 

MSB topology for optical interconnects. In such topologies, 

optical power is usually derived from off-chip multi-

wavelength lasers delivering unmodulated lightwaves through 

a feeder bus to the optical waveguides serving as interconnects. 

Prior (static) wavelength assignments are made for WDM-

based connections between all cluster pairs. 

A. 2-D Folded Torus topology (2DFT) 

A typical  2DFT  topology  with 4 clusters (1, 2, 3 and 4)  is 
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illustrated in Fig. 1 [1-2], wherein the  NoC realizes inter- 

cluster  communication  by  routing  the signal  from a gateway 

switch (GS) (using MRRs) of a cluster through a  set of vertical 

and horizontal torus rings for the 4 clusters   (interconnected  in 

the  middle by  the  interleaved  transport   matrix  (TM)  rings) 
along with three  different  types  of  switches  using  MRRs,  

viz., ejection switch (ES), injection switch (IS) and network 

(router) switch (NS). However, in 2DFT, the scope of WDM 

transmission between the clusters gets limited since the 

dedicated path between the communicating clusters remains 

locked at a specific wavelength, as the MRRs of all the 

switches (GS, IS, ES, NS) along the communication pathway 

are kept thermally tuned to serve a specific wavelength. 

Moreover, even with coarse WDM (CWDM) transmission, 

where Δλ = 2.4nm in 50 nm WDM bandwidth [5], the design 

becomes complex to accommodate more MRRs as well as 

multiple torus rings with larger chips, which in turn increases 

optical loss and switch crosstalk along the signal pathways, 

thereby degrading the receiver BER.  

 
Fig. 1:  4-cluster 2DFT topology (1 to 4 connection along dashed red line) 

B. Corona 

 Fig. 2 describes a 4-cluster version of Corona [3] 

employing WDM-based optical buses. The example of Corona 

topology considered in Fig. 2 uses a simpler (as compared with 

[3]), but generically similar topology with fewer (4) clusters for 

the ease of illustration (more clusters (16) are also considered 

later for BER analysis). Each cluster uses a dedicated 

waveguide (bus) originating from itself, through which it 

receives a fixed set of wavelengths from the remaining clusters 

through MRRs as modulators; the bus terminates back at the 

originating cluster forming a broken (incomplete) ring. Thus, 

Corona needs a large number of (congested) waveguides, 

traversing over long serpentine paths through all the clusters. 

This geometrical pattern increases waveguide losses and, when 

dense WDM (DWDM) is employed over these waveguides, it 

needs large number of MRRs on each waveguide causing high 

insertion loss and DWDM crosstalk, thereby degrading BER 

performance. 



 
 

 
Fig.  2:  4-cluster Corona topology 

C. Single Folded Bus (SFB) 

  A  4-cluster   SFB   topology   using  a  simplified  Corona 

(single bus) is considered in Fig. 3, wherein all clusters share a 

single folded  bus, composed  of  inner  and  outer  waveguides  

traversing each cluster. Each cluster uses a number of MRRs to 

modulate lightwaves for different wavelengths on the outer 

waveguide. Similarly, each cluster uses another set of MRRs 

on the inner waveguide to receive the desired WDM channels. 

The SFB topology uses DWDM connectivity on the inner and 

outer waveguides, at the most with 62 wavelengths (Δλ = 

0.8nm in 50 nm WDM bandwidth)
 

[5] on a single bus. 

However, notwithstanding its simple topology, insertion losses 

at large number of MRRs and waveguiding losses between 

cluster pairs contribute to large signal losses, along with 

DWDM-induced crosstalk components, which in turn can 

degrade the BER performance significantly with large number 

of clusters.  

 

 
   Figure 3: 4-cluster SFB topology  

D. Proposed Topology: Multiple-Segment Buses (MSB) 

 Having discussed the salient features of the above 

topologies, we propose next a novel interconnect topology 

(Fig. 4 for 4 clusters and Fig. 5 for 16 clusters), employing 

shorter multiple-segment buses (MSB), wherein each segment 

passes through fewer clusters as compared to Corona. In 16-

cluster MSB, two successive rows of clusters (RCs) from the 

top, i.e., RC(0) and RC(1) are connected by one pair of 

clockwise (CW) and counter-clockwise (CCW) segmented 

buses. Similarly, RC(1)-RC(2), RC(2)-RC(3) and RC(3)-RC(0) 

connectivities are ensured by three more CW-CCW pairs of 

segmented buses. Generically, this implies that, MSB ensures 

direct single-bus connectivity between an RC-pair, given by: 

RC(i[mod-N])–RC(i+1[mod-N]), with N as the number of RCs 

in a given NoC. However, to provide connectivity between 

vertically non-adjacent RC pairs, viz., for RC(0)-RC(2) and 

RC(1)-RC(3), MSB uses inter-segment routers (ISRs), enabling 

lightwaves to switch from one bus to another. In 16-cluster 

Corona, the number of clusters traversed by a signal is always 

16, whereas the maximum number of clusters traversed in 

MSB reduces to 12 with the use of four ISRs (R1 through R4), 

and to 10 with the use of eight ISRs (R1 through R8). 

Therefore, as compared to Corona, the signal losses in MSB 

along the traversed paths decreases significantly due to the       

lesser path lengths (even with the signal losses due to 

additional ISRs), thereby relaxing the power budget for a 

specified BER limit.  

 

Fig. 4: 4-cluster MSB topology  

 

Fig. 5: 16-cluster MSB topology with MRR-based ISRs (example  routes 

between cluster pairs 5-14 and 8-15 are shown by Path 5-14 and Path 8-15) 

 
III. BER EVALUATION FOR OPTICAL INTERCONNECTS 

  In this section, we present an exhaustive BER evaluation 

model hitherto not explored much in the literature, which is 

applicable to all possible interconnect topologies, with varying 

degree of losses and crosstalk interference, governed by the 

topology under consideration. We consider a pair of clusters 

located at a distance from each other, having inter-cluster 

lightwave communication between two cores, each core taken 

from one of the two given clusters. The lightwave received at 

the destination cluster in presence of crosstalk is expressed as:    

ER (t) =     s (bi)) cos(2πfst + θs + ɸs(t)) + EXT(t).   (1) 
 
The first term on the right hand side of equation (1) describes 

the signal component received at the destination cluster,  s(bi) 

is the bit dependent received signal power taking into account 

all the losses along the pathway, wherein bi   {0, 1},  fs is the 

signal frequency, θs is the initial phase and ɸs(t) is the phase 

noise of the signal component of the lightwave. EXT(t) defines 

the accumulated crosstalk component  given by 

             EXT(t) = ∑      
   xj) cos(2πfjt + θj + ɸj(t))               (2) 

 
where W represents the number of crosstalk components,  xj is 

the received power of the j
th 

crosstalk  component, fj  is the 

frequency of the j
th

 crosstalk component, θj and ɸj(t) are the 

initial phase and phase noise of the j
th

 crosstalk component. 

The photocurrent produced at the photodetector output is 

expressed as 

        p(t) = Rλ< ER
2
(t) > +  th(t) +  sh(t)                    (3) 



 
 

The first term on the right hand side of equation (3) defines the 

square-and-average operation of the photodetector on the 

received lightwave, with Rλ as the photodetector responsivity, 

the second term is the thermal noise of the receiver and the 

third term represents the signal dependent shot noise. The first 

term of the right hand side of equation (3) can be expressed as 

                 Rλ< ER
2
(t) > =  s(t) +  sx(t) +    xx(t)               (4) 

where, s(t) is the signal component of the photocurrent,  xx(t) 

and  sx(t)  represent the crosstalk-crosstalk and signal-crosstalk 

beat noise components. We express  s(t) ,  xx(t) and  sx(t) as 
 
                            s(t) = Rλ  s (bi)                                      (5) 

 xx(t) = Rλ [∑   
   xj+ ∑ ∑   

      
   xj  xk) cos(ωjkt+ ɸj(t) – 

          ɸk(t) +  θj - θk)]                             (6) 

 sx(t) = 2Rλ ∑     
   s (bi    xj) cos (ωjst+ ɸj(t)- ɸs(t)+ θ s- θj)  (7) 

where, ωjs = ωj – ωs   and ωjk = ωj - ωk  represent the respective 

beat-noise frequencies. 

       The combined electrical noise (shot noise, thermal noise 

and signal-crosstalk beat noise (crosstalk-crosstalk beat noise 

ignored)) after photodetection is modelled as a zero-mean 

Gaussian random process with the variance expressed as 
 

            σbi
2 
= σsxi

2
 + σshi

2
 + σth

2 
                                (8) 

 
where, σth

2
 is the thermal noise variance with R as the input 

impedance, Be as the noise  equivalent bandwidth of the optical 

receiver , k as Boltzman‟s constant, T as receiver temperature 

and, σshi
2
 represents the shot noise variance, given by 

 

      σth
2
= (4kTBe)/R                          (9) 

 

σshi
2 
= 2q [Rλ  s (bi) + Rλ ∑   

   xj] Be             (10) 
 

and the worst-case signal-crosstalk beat noise variance σsxi
2 
is:  

σsxi
2 
= Rλ

2
 ∑   

   xj  s (bi)                        (11) 
          
        The receiver BER can be evaluated as  
 

     BER = P(1)P(0/1) + P(0)P(1/0)                       (12) 
 

where, P(0) and P(1) are the transmission probabilities of „0‟ 

and „1‟ and, P(1/0) and P(0/1) are the respective conditional 

error probabilities. Under the Gaussian assumption for the 

probability density functions, the BER can be expressed as [4] 
  

  BER =                                 (13) 
 

where, Q = Rλ[Ps(1) - Ps(0)]/(σ1 + σ0) and the noise variances 
for the bits {bi} are given by 
 

    σbi 
2 
= Rλ

2∑   
   s(bi)Pxj +  2q[Rλ  s (bi) + Rλ ∑   

   xj ] Be + 

          (4kTBe)/R        for bi   {0, 1}                   (14) 

 IV.  RESULTS  AND DISCUSSION 
        Numerical computations have been carried out to evaluate 

the BER performance of the above interconnect topologies 

(chip area: 20mm × 20mm). The maximum transmit power per 

wavelength needs to be limited within 1.5mW to prevent any 

resonance shift in MRRs [5]. Data rate is assumed to be 

10Gbps per wavelength along with the following device 

parameters: receiver transimpedance = 316Ω (≡ 50dBΩ), Rλ 

=0.75A/W, MRR modulator extinction ratio = -15dB/-0.1dB 

(for binary 0/1 transmission), waveguide loss = 2dB/cm, 

waveguide bending loss = 0.005dB/90⁰, the photodetector loss 

= 1.5dB, MRR pass-through loss = 0.005dB and ISR loss (16-

Cluster MSB) = 1dB. In 2DFT [1-2], loss at waveguide 

crossing (WC) = 0.05dB, loss through an IS = 0.36dB, loss at 

an IS during injection into the network = 0.55dB, loss through 

an ES = 0.25dB, loss at an ES during ejection from the network 

= 0.55dB, loss at a NS = 0.71dB. 2DFT switch crosstalks are 

assumed negligible, while inter-channel crosstalks (in 

Corona/SFB/MSB) will depend on wavelength spacing; for 

closely-spaced wavelengths (DWDM channels), it will vary in 

23-30dB range for adjacent and next-adjacent channels. With 

these physical parameters, we present the results of BER 

analysis for the four topologies. The total signal loss (TL) along 

a typical signal path can be calculated as follows from the 

number of MRR modulators/detectors (Nm and Nd, respectively, 

which contributes to MRR pass-through losses), the number of 

waveguide bends (Nb), the total waveguiding length (Lw), 

photo-detector loss (1.5dB) and ISR losses (     applicable 

only to 16-cluster MSB topology):  
TL (in dB) =                                     (15)  

For 2DFT topology (Fig.1), we first consider a 10Gbps 

worst-case single-wavelength link, established from Cluster 1 

to Cluster 4 (the longest pathway with 0.5dB loss at GS of 

Cluster 1,  losses at 29 WCs, 2 NSs, 2 ISs, 1 ES and 4 

waveguide bends, photodetector loss and the loss in 5.4cm 

waveguide), with the total signal loss of 17.15dB. To improve 

the bandwidth between the clusters, over-provisioning is made 

by using 4 additional TM rings (2 vertical and 2 horizontal TM 

rings) and their associated ESs and NSs. A 20Gbps (two-

wavelength link established through two different paths) with 

worst-case signal loss (calculated as above) along the link = 

19.64dB. In the 4-cluster Corona of Fig.2, to have 10 and 

20Gbps inter-cluster communications at a given cluster (say 

Cluster 1) from the remaining 3 clusters, the number of 

wavelengths (Δ) needed for the broken ring of Cluster 1 is 3 

and 6 for single and double wavelength connectivities, 

respectively. So, the MRR count becomes 2Δ (for Δ 

modulators and Δ detectors, using Δ wavelengths) = 6 and 12 

on each waveguide dedicated to a cluster, with the signal losses 

of 17.54dB (4 MRR pass-through losses, 4 waveguide bending 

losses and the loss in 8cm waveguide) and 17.57dB (10 MRR 

pass-through losses, 4 waveguide bending losses and the loss in 

8cm waveguide) for 10 and 20Gbps speeds (with negligible 

crosstalk), respectively. The plots of worst-case BER vs. 

launched power per wavelength for 2DFT and Corona with 10 

and 20Gbps speeds are shown in Fig. 6. 

  For the SFB topology of Fig. 3, inter-cluster speeds of 10, 

20 and 50Gbps need Δ (on single bus) = 12, 24 and 60 

respectively. With 20Gbps speed, 24 wavelengths multiplexed 

on a single bus produce CWDM crosstalk of ≈ -34dB ,while for 

50Gbps, 60 wavelengths are multiplexed with DWDM 

crosstalk of ≈ -23dB [5] (Δ=12 produces negligible crosstalk). 

The longest path loss = 21.23dB for 10Gbps (19 MRR pass-

through losses, 6 waveguide bending losses and the loss in 

9.8cm waveguide), 21.33dB for 20Gbps (40 MRR pass-

through losses, 6 waveguide bending losses and the loss in 9.8 

cm waveguide), and 21.65dB for 50Gbps (103 MRR pass-

through losses, 6 waveguide bending losses and the loss in 

9.8cm waveguide). Fig. 7 presents the worst-case BER in SFB 

for 10, 20 and 50Gbps inter-cluster speeds. 

Next, for the 4-Cluster MSB topology (Fig.4), the worst-

case BER is encountered between Clusters 1 and 3. For 

20/50/100Gbps inter-cluster speeds, going by the routing 

scheme described in Section II-D, Δ = 12/30/60 wavelengths 

are multiplexed on a single segmented bus (some wavelengths 

will traverse through multiple buses via the routers), wherein 

the loss and crosstalk would vary, due to increasing number of 



 
 

MRRs for higher number of wavelengths. Thus, the worst-case 

signal losses along the respective inter-cluster connections are 

estimated as 13.62dB (22 MRR pass-through losses, 2 

waveguide bending losses and loss in 6cm waveguide) with 

negligible crosstalk, 13.8dB (58 MRR pass-through losses, 2 

waveguide bending losses and the loss in 6cm waveguide) with 

DWDM crosstalk of ≈ -30dB and 14.4dB (118 MRR pass-

through losses, 2 waveguide bending losses and loss in 6.15cm 

waveguide) with DWDM crosstalk of ≈ -23dB  for 20, 50 and 

100Gbps, respectively. The worst-case BER plots for 4-cluster 

MSB operating with 20, 50 and 100Gbps speeds are shown in 

Fig. 8. In Fig. 9, we also present the worst-case BER plots for 

the 16-cluster MSB with inter-cluster speeds of 20 and 50Gbps. 

      Finally, with a comprehensive look at the BER results 

(assuming a BERmax = 10
-10

) for 4 as well as 16-cluster versions 

of all four topologies (plots for 16-cluster 2DFT, Corona and 

SFB not included to save space), a comparative analysis for 

their 16-cluster versions is presented in Table 1. As evident 

from the results, MSB in general presents the most encouraging 

performance as compared to others. In particular, SFB, though 

offering acceptable performance for 10 and 20Gbps on 4-

cluster version, fails to support 50Gbps and higher speeds as 

the power exceeds the upper limit (1.5mW). Also, Corona and 

2DFT support up to 20Gbps on 4-cluster versions, while 2DFT 

fails for 50Gbps. 2DFT, also supports 10Gbps on 16-cluster 

version, but SFB and Corona cannot support 10Gbps speed on 

16 clusters. On the other hand, a 4-cluster MSB meets the BER 

limit with <1.5mW power for 20, 50 as well as 100Gbps, while 

for 16-cluster version it supports up to 50Gbps within the given 

power limit (for about 20% of cluster pairs) as shown in Fig. 9. 

Thus, as evident from the BER plots and Table 1, in respect of 

NoC size and speed, MSB scales up much better than all the 

three other topologies, while meeting the BER-based power 

budget along with moderate layout complexity. 

 
Fig. 6: Worst-case BER vs. power launched per wavelength in 2DFT and 

Corona      

 
Fig. 7: Worst-case BER vs. Power launched per wavelength in SFB 

V. CONCLUSION 
       In this paper, we examined the performance of some 

candidate optical interconnect topologies in terms of receiver 
BER  for  4  and  16-cluster  NoCs,  by  taking into account the 

 

Fig. 8: Worst-case BER vs. power launched per wavelength in 4-Cluster MSB 

 

Fig. 9: Worst-case BER vs. power launched per wavelength in 16-Cluster MSB   
Table 1: Power requirements of 16-cluster topologies (*power > 1.5mW). 

Topology  

 (16-cluster) 

Total speed  (10Gbps × 

 Δ) per cluster-pair 

Power launched per wavelength 

into  waveguide  

2DFT 10Gbps (Δ=1) 0.73mW 

20Gbps (Δ=2) 6.03mW* 

Corona 10Gbps (Δ=1) 4.08mW*(negligible crosstalk) 

20Gbps (Δ=2) 5.82mW *(DWDM crosstalk) 

SFB 10Gbps (Δ = 1)  772mW* (DWDM crosstalk) 

20Gbps  (Δ = 2) 1906mW * (DWDM crosstalk) 

MSB  20Gbps (Δ=2)  1.418mW  (DWDM crosstalk) 

50Gbps (Δ=5)  1. 422mW (DWDM crosstalk) 

impact of  various optical losses and crosstalk components. A 
novel  scalable  topology  employing  MSB  configuration with 
inter-segment  routers  has  been  proposed  and,   our   analysis 
indicates that MSB can offer better performance than the other 
topologies in respect of achievable BER, while satisfying the 
upper  limit  for  the  launched  power  in  optical  buses.    The 
required power can however be further reduced by using 
forward error-correction coding techniques. 
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